
Marginal Resource Cost (MRC) Definition

The additional cost of an additional worker. 

In perfectly competitive labor markets the MRC equals 

the wage set by the market and is constant

Marginal Revenue Product (MRP) Definition

The additional revenue generated by an additional worker. 

In perfectly competitive labor markets the MRP equals the 

marginal product times the price of the product

How do you know how 

many resources 

(workers) to employ?

Continue to hire until…

MRP = MRC

See video below for a review of concepts from Presentation #14 on how to calculate MRP & MRC in a perfectly competitive 

labor market.  This video explains the theory behind a very important question in microeconomics:  

In order to maximize profit, how many workers should a firm hire?

Mr. Clifford on MRP & MRC Practice in 3 minutes

REVIEW ON CALCULATING MRP & MRC IN PERFECTLY COMPETATIVE LABOR MARKETS

Presentation # 15:  
MRP & MRC Review, Least Cost Hiring Rule & Monopsony Labor Markets

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Bv5YdVHN3E&list=PL50F9C4FD0BE8FE28&index=7
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A Firm Producing 

Oranges 

maximizes profit 

where MR=MC

Resource Market
A Firm hiring labor 

to pick Orange 

maximizes profit 

where MRP=MRC
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Q:  How many workers should you hire?

A: 5 because 20 > 15.  At 6 or more workers, the MRP < MRC

Marginal 

Revenue 

Product



Look over questions & answers for review
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Q: What happens to the wage and quantity in the market 

and firm if new workers enter the industry?

A:  Wages decrease & Quantity produced increases
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Least Cost Hiring Rule
4 Minute video explaining Least Cost Hiring Rule

6 minute video explaining same concept

Besides labor, another factor that firms could spend on is capital. Think of capital as machines & 

labor as people. Firm owners must consider how much they should spend on capital (machines) and 

how much they should spend on people (labor) in order to maximize profits? 

How do firms choose the optimal combination of spending on inputs (ex: labor & capital)?

The answer to this question is answered by what economists call the Least Cost Hiring Rule

represented in the formula below

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l_weYuJ6fek
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QzaM6JSQ6BE


Calculating the Least-Cost Hiring Rule

The optimal combination of 2 inputs is when the ratio of Marginal Productinput to Priceinput are equal.

Optimal (profit maximizing) spending on labor & capital is when the marginal product of labor 
per dollar is equal to the marginal product of capital per dollar (see formula below)

MPLABOR ÷ PLABOR = MPK (Capital) ÷ PK (Capital) 

Q: Should a grocery store spend its money to hire more cashiers or buy more self check out machines?
(below is how to apply the Least Cost Hiring Rule to this question.  This is just an example…do not worry that the numbers are unrealistic)

MPL = the number of customers a cashier can help per hour PL = Price (Wages) of a cashier per hour

MPK = the number of customers self check out machine can help per hour PK = Price of a self checkout machine per hour

MPL = 5 units per hour   Price Labor = $10 per hour

5 units ÷ $10 = Firm gets 0.50 units per dollar from a worker

MPK = 20 units per hour   Price Capital = $20 hour       

20 units ÷ $20 = Firm gets 1.0 unit per dollar from machine

A: Since MPK ÷ PK > MPL ÷ PL  the firm

should hire more capital & less labor until ratio is equal

Cashier  vs.  Self Checkout



If you only have $35, what combination of robots 

and workers will maximize output?

Least Cost Hiring Rule Example

# of Units MP
(Robots)

MP/PR
(PriceR =$10)

MP
(Workers)

MP/PW
(PriceW =$5)

1st 30 3 20 4

2nd 20 2 15 3

3rd 10 1 10 2

4th 5 .50 5 1

$10 $5

Assume your company can rent 

robots (capital) for $10 an hour 

or hire workers for $5 an hour in 

your factory.



To determine the “least cost” when hiring, you need to evaluate how much additional output each worker generates per dollar spent.

Q: If you only have $35, how many robots & how many workers do you hire?

A:  The best combination is 2 robots (2x$10=$20) and 3 workers (3x$5=$15) because, the ratio of the 

price of robots per hour (2) = price of workers per hour (2) without going over $35 in costs

If you are still confused on this, consider watching this detailed (but slow) 16 minute video

Appling the Least Cost Hiring Rule

# Times 

Going

MP
(Robots)

MP/PR
(PriceR =$10)

MP
(Workers)

MP/PW
(PriceW =$5)

1st 30 3 20 4

2nd 20 2 15 3

3rd 10 1 10 2

4th 5 .50 5 1

$10
MPx =   MPy

Px Py $5
Resource x Resource y

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q5v_aH87qjw


Mr. Clifford Explains Monopsony in 2 Minutes
and then tells a family story for a minute

Monopsony: A Monopoly in the Labor Market

Monopsony describes a situation when one firm is the sole purchaser of labor in the 
factor (labor) market.  

This situation arises when a firm is large enough to manipulate the labor market and 
workers have few other options.

Classic Example:   A “company town” where a single firm is the dominant 
buyer of labor in a small, isolated town.  

A monopsony is a wage maker (NOT a wage taker) because a monopsony firm must 
raise wage rates to hire more workers and it cannot price discriminate (pay different 

workers different amounts for the same work).

MAIN IDEA TO REMEMBER  
The End Result of a Monopsony is:

LOWER WAGES & FEWER WORKERS HIRED 
than in perfect competition

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5bFS2WyAo8s


Graph of a Monopsony Labor Market
A monopsony cannot wage discriminate (pay workers different amounts) so the 

MRC is always above Supply of Labor SL 

The Quantity of workers hired (QE) is where MRC = MRP (the Demand for Labor)

The Wages paid to workers (WE) is where SL meets QE  

MAIN IDEA TO 
REMEMBER…

The End Result of a 
Monopsony is:

LOWER WAGES 
& 

FEWER WORKERS 
HIRED 

than in perfect 
competition



Monopolies charges higher prices and produce 

lower quantity than perfect competition

Monopsonies pay lower wages and produce 

lower quantity than perfect competition

Comparing Graphs of a 

Monopsony (Factor Market)

to a Monopoly (Product Market)

Monopoly Product Market Graph 
Monopsony Labor Market Graph 
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Question:  What wage would be paid and how many workers would be hired by a 

monopsony firm represented in the graph below?

Answer

QE = Where MRC = MRP, so Q2 workers would be hired

WE = Where Q2 = Supply of Labor so $9 would be paid to workers


